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INTRODUCTION

1

Concrete is one of the popular building materials of modern constructs

'-, It may be mixed on the job site, delivered ready-mixed, or precast. It ma

be used by itself or reinforced.with steel. Concrete p4ssesses great compres-
,

' sive strength, and when reinforced with steel, ains.tensile (stretching)

strength. Because'concrete is usedso widely, eople tend to take it for .

grahted. They forget.that when working with it they are exposed to many dif,

ferent types ofhazarts. While ritst.accidental injuries from,these hazards

are minor, some accidents, such as building co.laPie, can result in fatal in-

juries and high costs.

' This module will discuss the basis materials and chemic6Lreactions in.:

volved in mak1n concrete which are necessary to recognition-4nd control of

hazards. °The student will thus better understand the requirementsor person-
. ,-

al protective clothing and equipment, the use of protective_Qreams, the need

for personal cleanliness; the procedures for concrete placement during cold ,fir

.../.1
4.

weather, the safe practices for shoring, and concrete in construction- includ-

ing. slip fib rim, tilt-up,
.

precast, and prestressed are discussed, along with
Y

'meaSures that should be.followed to avoid injuries and extensive property dam-
.

age costs.
-...

tir

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module( the student should be able` to.

Identify the Personal clothing, equipmept,. creams used when working

with cp7crete. (Pa-ge 3) , %

2. State t6 good Housekeeping procedures and the need for persbnal clean,

liness,#hen working'with concrete. (Page 5) -°

3. Describe the unique problems &Jled by cold weattieviconcrete placement

and list the precautions that should be taken. (Page 6)

4. Discuss requirements for reildforred steel placement irtoncrete,forms.

(Page 7)

5. Discu.ss handling of bulk concrete,and'aggregate and thejmportance of

aggregate particle shape and size distrib4tion. ('Page 8)

, .

\ "
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6. Define and describe the requirements of nire terms associated with con-.

ee
crete placement: (Page 14) .

7. Explain safe shoring practices. (Page 1T)

8.. Discuss lifting attachments, devices, and handling precautions for tilt-

up construction, (Page_21)
..

,

a. State the safety factors associated with.pretast and prestressed con-

crete. (PSge 23)
.

a
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SUBJECT MATTER

OsiECTIvE 1: Identify personN protective clothing,

equipment, and creams used when working with cement

and concrete,

An understanding of the physical and chemical properties of concrete

will clarify the need for workers to wear. protective clothing and to use pro-

tective cream. oncrete is a chemical mixture of cement, aggregate, water,

and air. Cement is manufactured from selected raw materials that include

limestone or other rock-that has'a high lime content. The raw materi4+e-4re

heated 'up to a temper'ature of.3000 degrees Fahrenheit and then ground finel

so that nearly all of them will pass through a fine sieve. Cement consitut

from 7 to 14 percent of the volume of concrete:

Aggregate, that is, sand gravel, makes up from 50to 80 percent of the

volume of concrete. The characteristics of the aggregate influence the mix

portions and thus tne Okonomy of the concrete. For mOst uses aggreIgate

should consist of clean, hart, strong, durable particles, free of chemicals
,

or\coatings of clay or other fine material.

\ Wate?; which combines with the cement in the mixing processistiltutes

from 15 to 20 percent of the volume of concretd. Water must be clean and

friifrow organic materials, alkalies, acids, and oil. In general, water

that is fit to drink is Suitablffor mixing with cement. However,.Nater with

a,high sulphur,content,should not be used, even though it may be fit to drink,

since such'water combines with the cement to'form a weak paste that leads to

deterioration of the ooncrete-
,

Hardening of concrete is not Aodrying out process; rather, it is la chem-

ical reaction: This fact can 1)0 demonstrated by placing fresh concrete under
17,

water, where it will harden despite being cotpletely submerged. Cement and

water react.chemically, in a proces.s.,called-hydration, to formianother materi-

al, cement paste, iitiqb has a useful:strength. Cement paste surrounds each

plrtiCle Sf aggregate,and.compJetelills the spices in between particlbs

when the coricreteis pro c
c.

hemicalreactio, takes about 28

4Pdays before the concrete reaches full strength,

4411-
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The finply ground cement is'easily carried in an air streamf, and can

therefore be a hazard to the eyes. Also, when cement is left on the skin it

16ay cause a burn, dermatitis, or other skin irritation/ Persons handling

sacked cement should'wear safety goggles; durable,Close-fitting clothing

with snug wrist, ankle, and neck bands; boots;

and gloves, When bulk cement is handled,

safety goggles and respirators must also be

worn. Preferably, goggles'should be th flex-

ible fittipg, regAr ventilation type,s mi-

lar to the shown in Figure 1. These goggles

maybe worn al'o'ne or over corrective specta-

cles. Eye, and face protective equi9Ment must

be kept clea,m'and in good repair.

When working conditions are such that a

person's skin is expbsedto cement. dust for

some time, proteitive creams are advised. A protective cream should have a

petrolatum base that provides a barrier against water-soluble alkali irri-

tants. The cream stays on the skin for about four 'hours,` then it may be

washed off and a Skin lotion applied. This type of cream and lotion may be

obtained from most supply houses stockingfirst-61d and safety' equipment.

FigUr:e 1. .Flexible fitting,
regular ventilation

type goggles.

ACTIVITY 1:*

1.' List the personal protective clothing, equipment,

J and creams that should be used when working with

cement and concrete.

*s.

*Answers to Activities appear on page 25.
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oemurrivEl: 5tate the good housekeeping procedures

and the need for personal cleanliness when working

.with concrete.

Goadbousekeeping, one of the best signs of awe.11-run and safe opera-

tion, is necessary on every construction job. When workers are handling con-

crete, good housekeeping is particularly important. Emptycement bags are
%

covered with dust that can be blown in the air and can -cause an eye injury;

' the bags are flammable and may easily catch fire froM,discarded smoking ma-

terials or from being blown into a heater or other source of ignition. Also,

empty cement bags May hide hazards arising from other trash that is lying

under them. For these reasons, empty cement bags sheuld be disposed of prompt-
,

ly and effectively. Full'cement bagsmust be stacked in an orderly manner to

protect the cement fromemoisture and to facilitate removal from the storage

pile without endangerihg employees.

,Reinforcing steel and meshthat are left strewn about form a tripping

hazard. A person falling on a unpr6tected end of either Material could eas-

ily receive a puncture wound, a bad,cut, or an abrasion. Forms and bracing

materials should be removed and stocked piled promptly after stripping, in

all 'areas of work or passage. Protruding nails or wire ties must be pulled`

'or cut off to eliminate these hazards. %Br

-On well-run jabs all scrag lumber, waste material, and rubbish is re-\

moved from the immediate wdrk area as the work progresses. Proper disposi-

tion of46pty cement sacks will' reduce the dust problem, but the best way to

reduce cement burns, dermatitis, and skin irritation is-by personal cleanli-

ness. Frequent and thorough washing follOweq by the application of a protec-

tive cream or lotion.-44.--rkommended.

ACTIVITY 2:

1. State the basic requirement
3

good' housekeeping, 1/

SH-37/Page 5
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?. Explain the need for personal cleanliness when work-

ing With concrete?

It OBJECTIVE 3: -Describe the unique problems caused by
I

. 0,

cold weather concrete placementand list. precautions i

that should be takeh.
4 -

../
Since concrete is used in structures and pavements ecause of its long

life and low upkeep, an essential requirement for it is good resistance to

expo'sure. The element that is most destructive to gaining proper, strength

in the setting of 1$11111Fe is the frezing and thawing of water while con-

crete is wet or,moist. The expaniort!,f the.water as it is converted into .Y

ice destroys the binding properties of 'fie paste to the aggregate. Moisture

retained in the aggregate as well as in the mix water is affected.by freezing

and thawing. If an aggregate particle' absorbs so much water in its pore

structure that an insufficient pore space is available, it .will not atcommo-

date the water expansion that occurs during freezing. The performance of a
.1

particular aggregate can be predicted by the observatiog of past performahce

or by freezing- thawing tests of 'concrete specimens.

Although cold weather causes Oroblems, placing concrete.does not have to

be suspended during winter months if certain precautions are taken. These

preCautions 1'nclude the use of an air-entraining agent, the. preheating of

aggregate and water, and if necessary,.the"enclosing and heating of the area.

,
The addition of an air - entraining agent to cement duri.ng winter months is be-

coming increasingly popular. Entrained air is the term used for extremely

small, disconnected, air bubbles that are well dispersed throughout the mass .

of concrete. These air bubbles allow space, for the water to expand under

freezing conditions, and thus prevent possible damage. A chemical additive
I

. is used to produce entrained air, and this chemic;l can be added to the cem-

%grit duringNanufacture, or during the mixing stage.
..-

*',...
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If it is necessary to heat an enclosed area, care should be ehken to

,premen't fire. Onlyheaters with an enclosed flame should be used, 'and flam-

mable materials, including "fire resistive" tarpaulins, must not be allowed

to reach,the heaters.. Gasoline, kerosene, antliquefied petroleum g8 heat-
.

ers should be attended at all times and all heaters in confined spaces Must I

be provided with ample ventilation. ,

Fuel for heaters Must be stored and handled using approved\fuel contain-

ers, and adequate fire 'protection. Water hoses or fire extinguishers, muse.

be provided adjacent to the worksite. PartiduTar attention should be given

to be sure that water% systems actually will provide suffinent'amounts of

later to extinguisha fire. Serious fires have occtrred when hoses were in

place but water had not yet been made available. Ventilation and light must .

be also, be provided for the safety of personnel working in the enclost)re.
,

ACTIVITY 3:

1. What purpose does, air entrainment serve during cold '

weather concrete pouring?

2. Name"two other procedures besides air entrainment

that chn be used as precautions in cafid weather
. .

concrete

a. 4
b.

OBJECTIVE 4: Discuss the requirements for reinforced

steel placement concrete forms.

While weather conditions influence the strength of the concrete, the use

of reinforcement Steel is also extremely impvtant due tothe basic character-,

istics of concrete strength.

Concrete is strong in compression, but relatively weak in tension, or

stretching strength. The reverse is true of sender steel bars. When the

two are used together, one makes up for the deficiency of the other. When

4
-
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steel isjolaced.in concrete so that it assists in carrying the load, the com-

bination of the two mterials is called reinforced concrete. Steel used to'

reinfoece concrete can be either bars,

or welded wire fabrit. Concrete rein-

,
forcing bari are aviilable in 11 bar

sizes ranging from 3/8-inch diameter

to 2 1/4-inch diameter. These bars

re designed with various patterns of

°jetting ridges called,deforM14ens

(see Figure 25,. These deformations

allow the cement paste to bond to the

Figure 2. Steel reinforcing bars. bar. Welded wire fabric is another

AI type of,reinforcing steer designed

with light strands of steel wire laid to form squares normally six inches by

six inches. It is also available in'var)44 diatheters and is stored *in rolls

of four or five feet withs. Workers should use caution when unrolling welded

wire tolli.dub to the tendency of the roll to recoil,when released. The ends

should be securely fastened when the roll is tieing transported or stored.

Welded wire fabric should be unrolled and laid flat before use.

The correct location of the bar or wire fabric within the structure is,

essential ta its-performance. The "design of concrete structures is abased on

years of experience and design rules published in references used by de-.

'sign engineers. Htwever,.the best of designs can be ruined if the designis

not followed 1n the field. Properly reinforced concrete construction depends

r---orn workers understanding the Ction of the reinforced concrete and_appreci-

ating the characteristics and limitations of t e material.

All steel reinforcement must be accurat y located in the forms and firmly

helVIn place befor.e and during the castin of concrete. Concrete blocks,

metallic supports (Figure 3), spacer bars, wires, or.other devices may be used

to ensure that the steel stays in place. An adequate\Qumbee pf supports-or

spacers should be used to support the steel as the concrete.is poured, and any

additional load it Ay have to carry. All bars should be secured to the sup-
.

-deezze-

ports and to other birs by at least 18 -gage tying wire. To prevent puncture

Page 8/SH-37 11 ti
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Figure 3. :Supports fot reirdorcing
4

steel.. \
.

,

woundstfrom the ends of the.tie wire, the twisted ends should be tiirn d to

project away from interior surfaces. Other safety precaitions needed, when

handling and installing reinforCing steel are those to preventworkers being
6

cut, pinched, impaled, hit.By steel, or failing from elevated work surfdces.

The maximum Possible useof material handling devices to'move.bulky or heavy.
j

loads of reinforcenient steel can be a helpful factor in Preventing injuries.
1

When a crane Is psed to transport bandies of'reirorcing steel, the bundles

must be securely tied to prevent the load from slipping and fal l i rig. -Proper14/

spaced two-hart slings must be used to .balancthe load when bundles over 20

feet lopg are being transported.

To preVent impalement, no worker shou, work above vertically protruding
.

reipforcing steel without protectiq)n from the danger beloW. Binding the ste41.
,

over or.coveririg the protruding ends with timber4r other Taterial 'will pro-

tect the worker. Also,.when workilirg morethan six feet above adjacent working

iurfaces and plaCing and tying'reinforcing steel in wila, piers,columns, and

so forth, a person must wear a safety belt. Head protectiOn (bard hats) arid

eye protection shouletie worn when placfhg or tying steel,kind care should
,

be taken td provide ail use safe footInd over the eposed reinforcing rods.

Good housekeeping 1s essential to reduce tripping and falling hazards.

r-

. \
4 1 SH-37/Page 94
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Accidents.nave'occurre& on many jobs when vertical walls have been blgwn

over-or have otherWise collapsed. To prevent this, all reinforcing steel for

walls, piers, conoris,:and similar structures must be guyed and supported. A.

"guy"eis a lime. that steadies a vertically standing structureby pulling

against.an'off-center load. When guyingfwqrkers must remember tha.4-4in-
c

forcirlg steel should not be.used as guy attachments at'anchorage potnts.

A4so, reinforcing teel-should'not be used as a load bearing member for ,any

1.ift.rng de'vice, and it must noebe used for scaffolding hooks dr 'stirrups.

s.

r
ACTIVITY-4:

l'hat pu'rpose does steel serve when placed in con-

crete?

. 2. What precautions should be taken for workers work-

ing above vertically protrdding_reinforcing steel?

OBJECTIVE 5: .Discuss handling "o# bulk concrete and.

aggregate and explain the importance of aggregate

particle shape and size.

.Safety.hazards.in handling and'workin with reinforcement steel are dueqsx
largely to the size and weight of the materi . Many of the hazards asso-

ciated with the handling of bulk concrete and aggregate are due to tOese fac-

tors,ibut another hazard is due to the physical properties of the materia4s.

The abrasive properties'of the aggregate and the cement dust 4,11 soon wear'

out flimsy equipment,so equipment used to convey and to handle aggregate and

cement must be'designed and constructed to meet rugged demands.

Cement that is kept dry will retail) its properties indefinitely. How-

-ever:cement that hasteen stored Older moist conditions sets More slowly and
.

has less 'strength. Sacked cement should be stoned in/a dry building that is

Pagg.10/SH-p
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as Aght as possible. Sacki shoUld be placed close together to reduce,air

,circulation Mild should be kept away from outside walls.' Storing, for long
o

'periodS necessitates covering the bags-with tarpauling. If a storage build-
. , ,

ing is not available, the sacks should be placed on raised wooden platforms
,. .._

.% and,covered with waterproof coverings. 0, i.
;'

Cement sacks,should be Carefully piled and r ved so that the piles

will remain in a stabje'.condition. Piles should rft bemore than 10 sacks
/ *,

!

- high, and the end bags should bdAross-piled in two separate tiers up to the

fifth bag. The pile should then be stepped back one bag, and againsteppa&

back on the 10th layer. Beginnirig with the fifth bag, only onejtross tier
...

.1.mw, is necessary. The back tier should be stepped back 04 bag in every five,

the same as the end tiers: Cement bags in the outer tiers should be piled

a so that the mouths of the bags face the center of the pile. After a'Peri-

od of storage, cement will harden into a "warehouse pack" condition. This
\ N

A6con4ition affn usua=lly be corrected by rolliqg the sacks on the floor.
. ,

s Bulk cement can be stored'for long periods in waterproof bins without

deterioration._ Bulk storage bins, contiiners: or silos should have cone:

.$11

shaped or taped bottoms with a mechanical or an air-controlled means of

starting the material flow.

Selection, sitorag*, and handli/pg of aggregates is 'a more complex problem.

In the selection process, the-size, shape, and distribution (grading) of

aggregates influences the mix portions. For. example, rouglr-textured, flat,'

and'elognated particles equire more water for the mix to be workable. For

most purposes, aggrega must be clean,ihard, strong, durable, and free from

clay or materials'that would hinder the bonding of the cement. The particle

shape and surface texture influence the properties of'fresh concretelmoreithan

they affect the properties of hardened concrete. Very sharp end rough parti-

cles or flat elOngatqd particles require finer aggregate to produce workable

concrete than do particles that are more rounded or cubical. Stones that

break up into lonslivery pieces should be avoided.

The.grading of the aggregates (particle size make-up) is important be-

cause 'it' deterenes the workability, economy, ability to contain water, and

the shrinill of the concrete. The grading requirements will usually be in-

cluded in the specifications far the structure being'bwilt. However, the way

14
SH-37/Page
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the aggregate is handled and stored may'change the grading. Segregation, or

diyision, .by size may be minimized by proper handling and storing (see Fig-
.

ures 4 an0 Stockpiles should not be buildup in a cone shape, and

1

c

FINE AGGREGATE STORAGE

UNIFORM ABOUT
CENTER

CORR ECT

Chimpey\hould surround material
falling from end on conveyor, to
prevent wind from separating fine
end coarse materials. Openings
should be provided as required to
discherge mongrels at venous
elevations on the pile.

CORRECT

STORAGE IN BINS

Material is allowed to fall
vertically over the outlet.

)a

Page 12/SH-37

INCORRECT

Material is allowed to strike
the side of the bin, causing
segregation.

I

SEPAARATI ON

Do not allow free fall of materiar
from Non end of conveyor which
would permit wand to
fine from come meter .

FINISHED COARSE AGGREGATE STORAGE

When stockpiling large sized aggregate
from elevated conveyors, minimize
breakage by use of a rock ladder.

I

Figure 4. Correct and incorrect handling and
storage of aggregates.,

0
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STOCKPILING OF COitokS4 AGGREGAtE

PREFERABLE

A urine or other equipment should
materiel in separate batches

eedi no longer den a trucidoed,
,

it wham when glued and does not
run down slopes.

cr.

CiElJECTION ABLE

Do not use methods that permit the
aggregate to roll down the slope a
it is added to the pile, or permit
hauling equipmern to

leve4
operate over

the same .

f

LIMITED ACCEPTABILITY

Generally, a pile should not be built radially
Nihon-comet layers by a bulldozer working
with material* a dropped from a conveyor
belt. A rock ladder may be needed in this
sunup.

GENERALLY OBJECTIONABLE
, .

A bulldozer stacking progressive layers
on a slope not flatter than 311 is often

, oblectionable unless materials strongly
resist breakage.

Figure :Stockpiling of aggregate.

1

aggregates shOuld not be allowed to run down.slopes. Free falling from the

if end of a conveyor belt will, also cause segregation, so aggregates should be

removed from stockpiles fn apOoximately horizontal layeri to minimize this

used,problem. When bins areefhe-bins shou1,1 be loaded by allowing the ma-
.

terie to fall vertically overthe outlet. Chuting the material at an angle

11,

.V

1.6

a

SH-37/Page 13
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,'-
against the side of hg 13id causes segregation of'the particles.' Correct and

incorrect methOOs o hpdling and storing
)

aggregates are shown in-Figure 5.

4

I ACTIVITY:

1.\'Wha physical properties should a good concrete

ag rega'te haie?

2. W 'at prOperties of concrete af-e influenced by the

° rticle size makeup of aggregates?

3. n what manner-should aggregates be remo4ed\from

tockpiles tta minimize segregation of tne aggre-

ate?

004E TIVE 5: Define and describe the requirements-of

nin items^associated Edith concrete placement.

Concrete; placement 'requir.es the use of some unusual terms and tools. A

short exiplan tion of njne of these follows.

BULL, 'FLOAT
s.;.

'P1 bull float is a han ol that is made with a lange flat blade for

face)- conne ted to an ex ension handle. It is used to remove ridges and fill

.
'holes left by a straightedge, to push"theaggregate beneath the sufface, and

to smooth light bumps and ProllOws on freshly poured concrete before-it has
, -

herdened. , Handles on bull fl:oats must be made of a nonconductive materialt

orinsulaled witlh,a nonconductive sheath, when used where, they may contact

energize electrical Conductors. The nonconduitive sheath should have elec-4
trical and mechanical characteristics that provide protection equal to that

of a handle made of a nonconductive material.

Page,14/5H-37
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CONCRETE BUCKETS I

,

A "concrete bucket" is a square or Cylindrical container with 'a clam-

shfll door or gate at the bottom. Wet concrete is loaded into the cpncrete

bucket and t eg)11 ed and swung into.place,'usually by a crane. Concrete'

buckets with gates o rated either .hydraulically or pneumatically should

haie,positive safety la hes or similar safety devices installed to prevefit

accidental dumping.tbuckts are designed so as to prevent aggregate and'

loose\mterial from accumulating on the top and sides.

'Two safet rules should be observed around concrete buckets. First

.riding.on,corG-ete buckets foranyjourpose should be prohibited. Secpnd;

crews' Working the poured concrete mast be kept from under the concrete bucket

when it is suspended from a crane or cableway:

CONCRETE BUGGY k
\

...
A "concrete buggy" is a hand cart or a motorized cart used to transport

- concrete firm the mixer or bucket unloading area to the-site where it will be 7

placed. Handles on hand buggies should not extend beyond the wheels on either

-0, side of the buggy. Installation of knuckle guards on hand buggy handles 4/1

recommended.
4.

DISEHARGING CONCRETE;ON: A SLOPE /

When:placing concrete on a slope, the concrete should be be placed at the
, N

bottom of the slope fits. Then, placing each batch4against the previous one,

- proceed up the slope. When dischargingiconcrete from ready-mix trucks on a

slope, the truck wheels must be blocked and the brakes of the truck set in

. order to avoid movement.
%

GUARDRAILS

4fr
Guardrails are used on concre e mixers with a one yard or' more capacity,

'to prevent persons from being caught and cashed by the skip. The skip is a

loading containe one mixer that is used to carry the aggregate and cement

to the drum,NAndis normally hoisted into positron. Gu ails must be in-
.

stajled on both sides of the 404. s.

9

Wig S
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MIXERS /

Concretenmjxing is generally done by machine, but some hand mixing is

often. necessary. Hand mixing.is ordinarily done on a wooden platform with

either a hoe or a square-pointed shovel.
I

Power concrete mixers are available in many sizes and types. _They are

usually designated by the number of EUbic.feet of wet concrete the machine
s

mixes satjsfactorfiin one batch. Concrete mixers equipped with one yard or

largerloading skips must be equi4ed with a mechani&l device to clean the,

skip of material.

Hardened concrete shoUld not be allowed to accumulate in the mjZer drum.

.At anyrtime the mixer is shut down for morethan one and a half hours, the

drum should be cleaned by placing aggregate equal to one half the volume of

the mixer in the drum, and allowing it to revolve for abo t five minOtes.

The aggregate should then bedischarged andthe drum flushe :out with water.

The discharge.chute, drum shell, 'or skip should not be powlded to remove

hardened concrete because concrete will adhere more readily to the dents and

bumps thus created.

NOZZLEMEN r. .

4'
"Nozzlemen" is the term. traditionally used for persons-who apply a ce-

ment, sand, and water mixture through a pneumatic hose.11The mixture might be-

gunite, pumperete, or shttcrete The e persons are required to wear protec-

tive head and.face eqUipmentsto protct against s aspOing or flying objects.

POWERED CONCRETE TROWELS

1

0 . .

Powered concrete trpwels are rotatinog-type machines used to provide a

smooth surface on concrete and may be either gasolie or electrically powered

Powered concrete troweling machines that are manually guided Must be
a,,

eq0ipped,with a "dead-man".centrol switch'that will autcmatical)y shut off,the
t i

poWer whenever the operator's hands 'are removed from the handles.
,

4

- ,

1)
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PUMPCRETE SYSTEMS° ,

AP

6 "Pumperetem systemS use a'hea4 duty'piston pump or compressed air to

force codcre4e tht.ough'a 7- or 8-inch pipeline. These pumps have a Ca-

patity of.from 15 to60'&ic yards; per hour and will force concrete up to,

800 feetthorizont411y,Or? 106 'feet vertically,, These systems must have vipe
-q%

supports designed for a 100 percent overload. When compressed air is used in

% such a,syst6m,pOsitivefail safe joinot comettorsimust be used tb prevent

separation of'thel sections.
,

ACTIVITY 6:

1, What protection should be providdd for bull float

handes that may come into contact with energized

electrical, conductors?

2. What js the function of a skip a concrete mixer?

I

3. What type of control switch must d powered concrete

troweling machine be equipped with?

(\, I, OBJECTIVE 7: Explain safe shoring practices.

Snoring is'the term for the system used to support concrete formwork for.

multiple.floor structures or tows'. Shoring systems may be made of tubular .

steel frAMes, timber, or adjustable wood or Sack supports. In every instance,

the shoring system must be designed by a qualified, engineer and erected or re-
)

moved only under the direction of an experTemed supervisor. The failure of a

shoring system, or the collapse of a concrete structure then,shoring is removed'

too early, can cause disastrous accidents that can result in multiple fatal in-
.

juries and large property-damage costs. Even though the shoring system is

prop'erl'y designed,' erected, and superv.ised, persons installing or removing
.

*

5-
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shoring should understand the basic safetyipequirements. SAFE",,S4ORING IS

ESSENTIAL TO PREVENT THE COLLAPSE OF A CO CRETE STRUCTURE.

An accident occurreda few years ago during,constructiop far the.sPace

mission, when a massive concrete structure collapsed during the pour. Two

men were killed and 14 others injured. Investigation deterTtned thst only

one piece.of side bracing had not been installed.as requiT'ed!

The shoring design of a structure should consider all- of the details and

special conditions of the structure, including heavy beams*, r S, and other

slop'tng areas, use of caatile4ered slabs (slabs Supported atrilY one end),

and the method used to transport concrete to the working area. The design

must also consider all foreseeable lateral roads (loads imposed from the

side), such as wind, cable tensions, inclined supports, impact of placement,

. and the forces imposed by starting and Stopping equipment. A copy of the

shoring plans must be available on the jobisiteat all times. ,(
Shoring safety considerations must start with the foundation soil capac-

)!Tiy an he effect weather, conditions have on that capacity. For.instance,

. a clay soil may become plastic after a rainfall, or a frozen soil may lose

carryilig capacity when the weather warms. If possible, soil under foundation

supports should not be disturbed. If disturbance has occurred, the soil'must

be reworked and compacted under the direction of an engineer; or otherlquali,

fled individual.

Horiztonal support structures, or sills, which are used to distribute

.the load to the soil shoul be sound, rigid, and capable of carrying the load
.

without settlement or displacement' Suitable. sills should be designed for

use on any floor or support where the frame%4figs or posts could concentrate

too heavy a load or a thin concrete section.
.

A uniform shoring system should be used'throughout the structure; adjust-

abre wood of jack-type shoring should not be used'interchangeably, or In COM-

bination, with tubular steel shoring. The, reason for this is to avoid the
1

uneven. settlement that may occur wheya 11grtical load is applied.
. .

Before erection, all shoring equipment should be inspected to ensure that

2hey are the type specified in the design, and are free of defects such as

,
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cracks and excessive knots in wooden members. If'tubular steel frame shoring

is to be used it should be inspected for fou4 conditions:

1. Excessive resting .

Straightne s of parts, no dents or kinks.

V 3. Damaged welds.%

i, Locking devices that are in good working order; all components in cOn-
C dition similar to when first manufactured:

/

After erectton, shoeing equipment must be inspected just prior to con-
e

crete placement. The shoring desigi plan should be Checked to ensure that:

1. Details of the layout, including side bracing, bave been met.

/ 2. All vertical shoring equipment is in aperfectly straight position.
The maximum allowable deviation frOm the vertical is 1/8 inch in
three feet.

3. The spacing between towers and the spacing betWeen cross bracing is not
greater than that shown on the shoring layout.

4. A01 locking devices are in the closed position.

5. All base plates or adjustment screws are in firm contact with the foot-
ing or sill.

Adjustments shoul0 not be made to raise the formwork after the concrete has

been plated.

Constant shoring inspections should be made 4C.fing concrete pouring op-
,

erations to:

1. Make any corrections necessary.

2. Tighten wedges and/or adjustment screws if necessary.
. .

3. Check for adequate protection.of shoring from damage by moving vehicles
or swinging loads.

Shoring and,forms should not be removed too early. CONCRETE MUST BE

) PROPERLY SET.' This can only be determined by tests -on job-cured test cylin-

ders to ensure that the-conct.ete hat attained the strength needed to carry the

load., These tests are normally performed by an indopendent testing service

that takes representative samples of the wet concrete during pouring fpr test

'purposes. Job speciCcatidns and local building codes also regulate form re-
.

moval. Only persons actually engaged in the form stripping operation should

be allowed in the area. H rd hats, gloves, and safety-toe shoes with heavy

soles should be worn. a tie wires that hold forms together are cut, care

2
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'should be taken to avoid backlash by the tie wires. These wires might hit

the body, particularly the face, eyes, and throat so the use of eye and face

protection is recommended.

ACTIVITY 7:

1, Explain why shoring systems must be designed by a

qualified engineer, and erected or removed only

under the supervision of an experienced supervisor?

What should be included in an inspection of shoring

equipment before it.is erected?

a.

b.

c.

d

3. What should be included in the inspection made just

prior to concrete placement?

a.

b.

c.

e
,/

.

4.---e-a-cprotective clothing or equipment should be worn

when stripping forms?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Page 20/SH-37
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OBJECTIVE II: Discuss lifting attachme

handling precaitions fd, tilt-up and s

tion techniques.

ts, devices,rand

ip form construe-

/
. IP

Tilt-up construction is the na]e giAen to the common practice of pouring

concrete wall panels adjacent tothe final placirg position and then tilting

or lifting them intda vertical position. Often, the previously completed

floorslab is used as the placing bed, and the v411 section is tilted into

position after curing. Each panel should be poured as close as passible to

the ocation where it yell be erected. Lifting devices and other accessories

should be specified, and must not deviate from designer' specifications. The

panel\must be cured long 'enough to ensure that the lifting attachment inserts

are strong enough to withstand the stresses` that will be placed on them during

erection. Care has to be taken to prevent'the panel from binding to the ma-

terial against which it was poured. This cu be accomplished by using a

Figure 6., A tilt-up wall panel being
raised into position.

100

chemical ,compound between the

baseanNthe panel being poured.

Jacks or wedgesshould be used

to separate the curedpanel frbm

'the base. Equipment shall be

used so that it will not place

damaging stress on the panel.

Rigging equipment should be

placed so the panel will not

strike the boom or crane during

hoisting operations (see Fig-

ure 6).

Employees should never

stand beneath panels or sections

while they are being lifted or

tilted into position.

The'use of a slip form is

another method of concrete

placement in which lifting

24
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devices are used: Slip forms are used as the framework for vertical struc-
/ . .

' tures whose design permits the continuous raising of the forms, It is an

economical method because- of,the high rate of production, allowed and the

reuse of the forms.

The procedure is to pour the first layer of concrete, and "wait until

the concrete has _Attained sufficient strength to support itself and all

other loads that will be imposed during the next pour. Forms are then moved

up to the next level b means of hydraulic, mechanical, or air-operated jacks

or lifting devices.

C As in the erection,of shoring, slip farms must be designed, constructed,

and lifted only under the.supervWon of persons experienced in this techni-

que. Engineering drawings showirig the formwork, working decks, scaffolding,.

and jack or lifting layout must be kept available on the job site. The total

area of placement must be encircled by scaffolding or work platforms to pro-

tectAhe workers. Lifting must proceed steadily and uniformly at a safe rate

to avoid overloading at any lift points. after the formsWare in place for

the next pour, they-should be supported by a mechanical- link or stop rather

than by the lifting deiice. Also, the forms MUA be braced with'both lateral

amd diagonal bracing to prevent too great a distortion of the structure during

the sliding operation.

ACTIVITY 8:

1. W,ho designates what lifting devicbs will be used

,on tilt-up panelconstruction?

2. What precautions are necessary with respect to

rigging equipment used on tilt-up panel or slip

form construction?

3. What precautions should workers take when panels

or sections are being lifted or tilted into'pos-

tion?

25



OBJECTIVE 9: State. the safety factors associated

with prtcast and prestressed concrete.

p

Precast concreteiS any concrete member that is cast in forms at a place

other than the location of final use. The use bf precast concrete perriiits *

rapid and economical construction. A centrally located cas g plant obtains

economy through stockpiling of materials and by allowing all wo k,to be per-

formed at ground level. This technique is thed to produce beams; slabs,

panels, and a wide variety of other shapes.

Casting beds ,range inisize from a few square feet for`_ individual compk-

nents to large areas used to cast several large dOmponents at one Om.. Good
*

housekeeping is essential at alltames ito avoid injury to the many people mov-

ing on foot throughout the area. Poor hyusekeeping encourages poor workman-.

ships and is a leading Cause of accidents in the casting yard. Casting beds

over three feet high lhould have walkways, equipped with handrails and steps,

that run the entire length of the casting bed.

Heat, in the form of steam, hot water; or hot oil may be used to cure the

concrete. When this is tone, care must be taken to avoid burns. Piping that

is not enclosed by the concrete driorms should be well insulated. All heat-

4ng apparatus must be installed, maintained, and operated in compliance with

the manufacturer's recommendations.

Prestressed concrete members are compcksed of high-strength concrete and

steel'. Theptocess,of prestressing is used to create very long and slender

concrete Structural embers: The steel wires or rods are placed under high

tension, and when, re eased, place the concrete in compression. This increases,

the load carrying c acity, and is accomplished either by pre-tensioninFor
. -

post-tensioning. When pre-tensioning ,is , the steel is placed in tension.

before the concrete is poured. After curing f-the concrete, he load is re-
,

moved from the end abnts and transferred b resistance from the steel' to

the concrete member. When Post-tensioning i used, the concrete is cast wit,
.

the strands or tzars enclosed in a shield and properly positioned in the form.,

After the concrete has set for the time rIquired to Teach specified strength,

the steelis tensioned, and the space remaining around the strand ox

sl

2f
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-filled with concrete grout pumped ,in under prtssure. Poist-insioning is

usually done from scaffolds, and there is less exposute to hazaHs than there

is in the pee-tensioning method.

Persons w ork on pre-stressed concrete` are not iply expbsed to all the

hazards, of construction, but also to_injury from the sudden unplanned release

of the tremendous energy:1ln the strands.

Prestressed concrete casting is a specialized type of operation. Every

phase must-be under the. supervision of experienced engineers. All persons

employed in the operation must be specially trained in this work and should

follow all safety gtridelines that are established.
,L
Ir V.

ACTIVITY 9:

(Answer the following questions dealing with precasj,

and prestressed concrete_ safety factors.)

1. (Marl true or false.)

Precasting of concrete "is usually done

away from the job site.

2.' Wht 'type-of access should be provided around

p . Casting bedsthat are over three feet high?

00'

3 Besides exposure to.usual construction hazards,

persons working in prestressing operations are

eiposed* to what specia deadly -zard?

st%
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t

ANSWERS' TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVLTY'l

1. a'. Safety goggles for eye protection.

Durable, close, fitting. clothing kith snug wrist, alikleAnd neck
bands.

. ,Gloves!

Ogipirators.

f, Protective cream.

ACTIVITY 2 0

1. All scrap lumber, waste material and >Wish shall be removed from the

Ake work .area as the work progresses.
,.

lit2. quent and thorough washing followed by application of.a protective

$ cream or lotigicis recommen44.

ACTIVITY 3
, ,

1% The air bubbles allow space for the water's expanding under freezing

conditioA and prevent possible damligd to the concrete.

a
2. a.- Preheating the aggregates and water.

. .

b. Enclose and preheat the area. '

28
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ACTIVITY 4

1. The steel gives the concrete tensile strength.

2. To prevent impalement, the vertically protruding steel should be bent

over or the ends covered with timber or other.material.

ACTIVITY 5

1. The aggregate should be clean, hard, strong, dUrable and free of clay,

or other materials that would hinder the bonding of the cement.

2. The propertin-N that are influen;ed are workability, economy, ability to

contain water% and shrinkage of the concrete.

3. Aggregates should be removed in approximately horizontal layers.

ACTIVITY 6
7'-

\ 1. The bull float handle Must be made of nonconductio material or insulated .

with a nonconductive sheath.

2. The function of a skipfks 'to hoist aggregate and cement to the mixing

drum.

A "dead man" control switch that will automatically shut off tips power

whenever the operator's hands are removed from the-handles.

. ACTIVITY 7

1. The failure of a concrete shoring system, or the collapse4pf a concrete

structure when shoring is removed too early, causes disastrous accidents

that ustially result in fatal injuries and always result in large property

damage costs.

2. a. Freedom fr9m excessive rusting.

b. Straightness of .parts; no dents or kinks.

c. Undamaged welds.

d.. Locking devices that are in good working order and components that-
are all in condition similar to when first manufactured.

3. a. Details of the layout including lateral bracing.

b. All vertical %horing equipment is plumb.

c. The spacing betweeri towersand cross bracing is not greater than
that shown on the shoring layout.

d. All locking devices are in closed positiOn.

e. All screws, or other extension devices, are adjusted so that base
platls and.shoe heads are in firm contact with the. i11 or form.
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a

4.: a. Hard hats.
":

b. Gloves.

c. Eye and fate protection.

d. Safety,toe shoes

ACTIVITY 8

witti heavy soles

lik

1." The designer specifies devices for tilt-up construction.

2. Rigging equipment shoul4 be placed so the panel will not strike the

boom or crane during lifting operations

3. Employees should not be'under panels or sections.

ACTIVITY. 9

1. True.
I

2 Walkways, equipped with,handrAits and steps, that run for the entire

length of the casting bed.

,3. Sudden release of energy if 'a strand breaks and whips across the w9rk

area.

41....---""d

I
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